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given by various Church leaders (including Elder Hartman Rector, recently
called from this area to the First Council of Seventy), music is offered, and the
MIA girls participate by bringing the elderly patients downstairs in their
wheel chairs. The sermons are based strictly on the Bible, and active missionary work per se is not pushed. Nevertheless, according to William J. Holliman, "The influence of these services in the community, particularly among
the families of the patients, is resulting in the opening of doors to our missionaries." Some employees at the Home have joined the Church, and others
are receiving instructions from the missionaries. Two of the patients who
have returned to their homes are being taught, as well as the son of one of
the patients. Recently we were asked to conduct funeral services for one of
the patients who had passed away. Finally, we are coming into contact with
other ministers in the area whom we are inviting to speak at the services. (We
are even presenting the lessons to one of the ministers.)
But even if no additional baptisms result from our activities at the Home,
the project is highly rewarding. Anyone who has attended these meetings and
has seen the eyes of lonely people brighten when the Saints come to bring them
a spiritual message has known the joy that comes of service, and of having
brought just a little love and happiness into the life of another human being.
Of interest here is a stake project initiated by Potomac Stake President
Julian Lowe. After the April riots in Washington, D.C., President Lowe mobilized, through the Home Teaching Program, all of the wards in the stake,
who gathered overnight seven truckloads of food for the riot-torn areas. Mayor
Washington later complimented President Lowe upon the effort, remarking
that it was the best-organized of all food programs undertaken by churches
in the area.
The future of such community service projects as these is uncertain. For
these programs to be initiated and carried out successfully requires the support of a sizable number of people, from the stake president down to the
ward members who must actually give their time and efforts. With such transient people as we Mormons tend to be in urban areas, it is questionable
whether this elusive combination can be maintained for long. I suspect that
only if the Church will institutionalize them can such programs thrive. To
claim that this would dissipate resources which should be focused only on
teaching the Gospel is to overlook the fact that this is another approach to
the same objective — an approach which is especially suited to the needs of
urban life.

REFLECTIONS AT HOPKINS HOUSE
Belle Cluff
"What's your name?"
"Are you coming back?"
"I love you."
These are the words of a Hopkins House child. Being young, very young,
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living in a poverty-ridden neighborhood, and possibly being a Negro are prerequisites for Hopkins House. Feeling a little social guilt could be the requirement for helping there.
As MIA president I am always looking for worthwhile service projects.
I am happy that the girls are no longer encouraged to earn service hours at
ward dinners, but are urged instead to find community work. The cooperative
kindergarten my child attends has just lost its director to Hopkins House and
the Head Start program. Inquiring of her if she might need young girls to
help with the children, I became interested myself.
And so it begins.
After I transport four well-fed, well-loved white children to the old but
shining church in the beautiful Beverley Hills section of Alexandria, Virginia,
I drive downtown along the railroad tracks and the truck route until I pass
buildings that have seen better days.
I unchain the huge iron gate that surrounds Meade Memorial Church and
enter the barren yard, where I am soon greeted by forty faces, some white,
most black. I am assigned to work with three-year-olds. Ronnie, one of these,
wears his coat and hat all the time, and is obviously sickly. (I wonder how
these children would act if they were well.) Ronnie likes to be held. So I
sing to him and rock him. Soon he begins hopping on one foot and smiling.
And then — finally — he removes his coat.
The children are either terribly aggressive or painfully shy. On one occasion I turn to catch a two-by-four block just as Maurice is about to bash my
head in. Soon after this he sinks his fangs into my arm. Maurice likes me;
it's just that he seems unable to express himself in any other way. I believe
he bit me because he liked the story I was reading to Michael. Michael never
says anything; he just looks right into my "Id" with his flashing black eyes.
One day the Elders Quorum and their families picked up the children for a
Saturday outing. I guess Michael is still too wary of white strangers, because
instead of joining one of the families, he left, sad-eyed, with his mother.
Tony and Liza are girl cousins who live in the same house with two mothers
and six or seven other children. Tony's father stops weekly to see if Tony is
being properly disciplined. Before he can get around to Tony, though, he
must first discipline her mother. Liza always suffers quite a bit from Tony's
resulting tantrums. They are both beautiful little girls and surprisingly well
dressed. One day, in a pretty dress with ruffled yellow panties, three-year-old
Tony propositioned the minister.
All of the forty children are crowded into one room divided by sliding
screens. We take the "Threes" outside early to provide more space for Fours
and Fives. We go to the playground where there are three trees, one empty
storage shed, and a wooden jungle gym, all surrounded by that huge iron
fence. Once outside we ride the gate "train" to visit "Grandma in New
Orleans." She serves us cookies and punch in the shed. We spend one morning cracking walnuts and another throwing leaves. Fortunately the Elders
Quorum has decided to buy playground equipment for next year.
One unusually warm winter morning I arrive at school to find the Threes
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anticipating a trip into Washington, D.C., to visit a beautiful playground
whose equipment is a gift from Mexico to Mrs. Johnson. We pile into two
cars and start out. As usual I get lost several times, but finally arrive with
five children. Strangely enough all five, usually noisy and troublesome, have
been so entranced with the ride that they simply gaze out the window with
enormous eyes. We alight and tromp through the mud until the other car
arrives. "Guess what," is their greeting, "Whaletha has upchucked all over
Mrs. Swenson." Ah, Children!
Lunchtime at Hopkins House is always unforgettable. The children are
served a good hot meal as soon as they can sit with some control. The first
time I decide to eat with them someone warns me that I may lose my appetite. As I look around, I discover that thirteen of the noses I have wiped ten
minutes earlier are now running profusely again. The children are eating
soup with their hands, pouring milk onto one another's heads. One of the
more posh volunteers asks Steven if he would act that way if he were in a
restaurant. Steven is puzzled by the word. He is one of the more rambunctious children and has a terrible time trying to sit still. Most days he is picked
up and literally dropped, like a scratching cat, into the hall where he can kick,
scream, and run into walls without disturbing the other children. When he
comes back in, he is always welcomed by his twin sister who hugs him with
her short, chubby arms and kisses his wet cheek.
One secret the director discovers just after Christmas is that if she gives
the children one small box of dry cereal when they arrive, their whole attitude changes. A little breakfast is a wonderful thing! One morning as they
finish their cereal I notice a little face I do not immediately recognize. She is
standing next to LeRoy and wearing a torn plaid dress. Her face is emaciated,
her eyes full of hunger, but she drops them when I look over. Finally, I reach
out my hand. She clasps it quickly. She is LeRoy's sister, it turns out, and
has been ill with the measles. I lean down and pick her up. She wraps her
matchstick arms around my neck, her frail legs around my waist and does not
let go. I walk and sing, I rock and sing. She does not utter a sound. Many
minutes later she releases her hold and sits back on my lap. She smiles a little,
and then I must go.
Denise and Brenda are two little "Fours." They dress up and fix meals
all day long. I am sometimes invited to their corner for lunch. Before it can
be served, however, I must be dressed in "beautiful" clothes and given a new
hairdo. One Saturday I take Brenda and Denise on a picnic with my own
family. It is a hectic trip, what with my husband constantly unravelling balloon strings from the necks of strangers. We are so busy trying to see all the
animals and provide entertainment that we forget to relate to each other.
This convinces us that our next outing should be spent at home. So next
time we take Joseph and Derek to our patio for hot dogs and a visit to the
garden. This time our visit is satisfying and relaxing. As we take the boys
home, Joseph gives my daughter a quick kiss and runs into the house.
One day I find Tony in a particularly violent mood. She is hitting, biting,
and crying. As I walk in, she runs to me, jumps into my arms and begins to

